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Note to the reader.
Language: In this report, we tend to use ‘disabled people’,
a term widely used by the disability movement in the UK to
emphasise that barriers in society are ‘disabling’ for people
with impairments. However, we acknowledge that in different
contexts, other words, such as ‘persons with disabilities’ or
‘people with disabilities’, are preferred. We also use the term
‘Disabled People’s Organisations’ to talk about organisations
which represent people with disabilities. However, we
acknowledge that ‘Organisations of People with Disabilities’
is the preferred terminology for some parts of the disability
movement.
Images: The photos in this report are of people supported
across ADD International’s work. For ethical and safeguarding
reasons we do not publish photos of direct beneficiaries
without explicit consent.
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WE HAVE BEEN
SUPPORTING
DISABILITY ACTIVISTS
IN AFRICA AND ASIA
FOR OVER 30 YEARS.

“

ADD International’s Inclusive Education work in
Tanzania has created the infrastructure so that
children of all abilities can learn.
There are inclusive and accessible classrooms
and toilets. Teachers are learning the skills and
knowledge to support children with different
impairments. Now the regional education
administration is including much of the
components of inclusive education in their
annual budgets and plans. We are seeing real
change happening.”
Jonas, Disability Activist, Tanzania.
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2019 WELCOME.
FROM JIMMY INNES, CEO.
I am writing this note in April 2020 when
the world is focused on the fight of our lives
to mitigate the fallout from COVID-19. We
are currently working flat out to ensure our
organisation can continue its operations now
and into the future. In this global pandemic, we
are seeing disabled people disproportionately
affected, and disproportionately excluded from
the response to its impact and effect.
We are doing all we can to help ensure that
disabled people and their representative
organisations – the Disabled People’s
Organisations (DPOs) who are our partners and
allies – are empowered and supported to be
front and centre in ensuring that the response to
COVID-19 is disability inclusive.
2019 Reflections.
2019 was another busy year for ADD
International. As the year closed, my prevailing
feeling was one of deep admiration for our staff
and partners. They continually go above and
beyond the call of duty in their work. Together,
we strive to meet the challenges we face and
enhance the positive impact we continue to have
on the lives of thousands of disabled people
around the world. Their dedication consistently
reconfirms to me the relevance and importance
of our mission, and their commitment to it goes a
long way to helping us achieve it.
Thank you to them all from the bottom of my
heart.
And we are certainly making progress against our
mission – 2019 has been a strong year of delivery
in our country programmes as we continue to
develop, embed and improve the quality and
impact of all our various programmes, projects
and areas of work.
2019 Highlights.
We have made substantial progress across all our
country programmes. Highlights for me include
our role as part of the innovative ‘Inclusive
Futures’ consortium. Inclusive Futures is working
to create a world where everyone has the same
opportunities to go to school, access quality
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healthcare and claim their rights to employment.
Spanning two programmes in seven countries
over six years, Inclusive Futures is unprecedented
in its scope and scale. Funded by UK Aid, it brings
together 16 development organisations from
the public and private sector, working with and
for persons with disabilities and the groups that
represent them. Our country teams in Uganda,
Tanzania and Bangladesh have established ADD
as a key, and valued partner – and our work
over 2019 has cemented our role and unique
contributions to the programmes.
Elsewhere, in all country programmes, we have
seen some powerful and pleasing delivery
– whether supporting women and girls with
disability in Cambodia or continuing to deliver our
inclusive education programme in Sudan, despite
the ongoing political crisis earlier in 2019. All our
country programmes can be proud of the work
they have delivered and the impact they had in
2019.
In our advocacy work, we have had some notable
successes. We continue to have strong advocacy
and representational voice and position in key
international bodies, events and networks – like
DFID, the UN and the Bond network in the UK.
And we have established partnerships with
new organisations, which offer opportunities
to build on into the future. Most notably the
Commonwealth Disabled People’s Forum (CDPF),
who we helped relaunch at the UN in June 2019,
and for whom we continue to provide support
through into 2020.
Once again, I want to thank everyone – from staff,
to funders, to our beloved and loyal supporters –
for all your efforts, generosity and ongoing drive
that you have shown in 2019. I look forward to
working with you all in 2020 as we continue to
push for the betterment of our organisation in
the pursuit of our mission – so we can have the
most positive of impacts on the lives of people
with disabilities in all aspects of our work.

Jimmy Innes,
CEO.

FROM AK DUBE, CHAIR.
I have experienced working with ADD
International as both a beneficiary in the 1990s
and now today, as the organisation’s proud Chair.
It is a source of immense personal pride for me to
be helping the organisation that transformed my
life, to transform the lives of others. The work of
ADD International is more crucial than ever. I am
living proof of the difference it can make.
Each year writing this note gives me time to pause
and reflect on all that the last year has brought. I
am always deeply moved when I think about the
staff and partners of ADD International across
our six-country locations. Their dedication is
consistently a joy to witness. Their passion and
endeavours fuel the organisation, through good
times and challenging ones. The Board and I are
so grateful to them for all their efforts.
Over the last year, the Board and I have focused
on making sure robust safeguarding measures
are in place as well as overseeing exciting work on
the new Global Strategic Plan. I am confident that
the emerging plans will further cement ADD’s role
as a true ally for persons with disabilities in Africa
and Asia.
ADD International has a unique and crucial
role to play in the creation of a more equitable
world. Our 30 years of partnership with disability
activists and their organisations have helped
change the global landscape when it comes to
inclusion. There is still so much work to be done,
but knowing this organisation as I do, lives will
continue to be changed, barriers overcome, and
new opportunities revealed. We will keep on
together, making lasting positive change for some
of the poorest disabled people in the world.
Thank you for being with us on this remarkable
journey. We thank our partners, families and
individuals that have contributed to the work of
ADD International.

WHERE WE WORKED IN 2019.

BANGLADESH.
12,106 disabled
people supported.

CAMBODIA.
858 disabled people
supported.

SUDAN.
4,029 disabled
people supported.

TANZANIA.
2,414 disabled
people supported.

UGANDA.
A K Dube,
Chair of Trustees.

655 disabled people
supported.
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WHY WE EXIST.
1
BILLION
people worldwide
are disabled.

80%
live in the
developing
world.

Disabled people living in poverty are among the most
marginalised and stigmatised people on earth.
Often, they have no access to basic human rights, education, or
the opportunity to earn a living. The injustice disabled people face
often includes:
VIOLENCE.
Disabled people are disproportionately vulnerable to abuse, with
children and women particularly affected.
DISCRIMINATION.
Disabled people face discrimination in their families and
communities, mostly because of misconceptions about disability.
EXCLUSION.
Disabled people often live in isolation and are excluded from their
communities, schools, health care and other vital services.
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WHAT WE DO.
Right now, organisations of disability
activists are working to fight
discrimination and ensure every
disabled person gets a fighting
chance at living their best life. We are
an ally to their powerful movements
for change. Here’s how we do it:

1. EMPOWER ACTIVISTS.
Disability activists tell us the
change they want to make and
what they need to make it happen.
Together we develop a tailored
package of long term support to
help activists access the tools,
skills and resources they need to
make change happen.

2. BUILD MOVEMENTS.
We support disability activists
to build strong and sustainable
organisations that can have
an ever increasing impact. We
then help these groups connect
with each other to build wider
movements to promote the rights
of disabled people.

3. INFLUENCE FOR CHANGE.
We work with disability activists
to influence governments,
international development actors
and the private sector to design
inclusive policies and services.
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OUR IMPACT
2019.

5,951
disabled people now
accessing long term
livelihood support.

270
formal commitments
secured from service
providers or governments
to implement disability
rights.

69
organisations of disability
activists supported.

629
public campaigns
promoting disability rights.

606
targeted services now
more accessible to
disabled people.

6
20,062
disabled people supported.
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learning outputs,
produced through our
programmes, which
contribute to greater
understanding of
disability exclusion and
effective solutions.

2019 STAFF HIGHLIGHTS.
PROGRAMMES.
An ally to disabled people living in poverty.
In 2019 we continued to strengthen the disability movement in the countries
where we work with new programmes and partnerships. While all these exciting
developments enhance what we do, our work always comes back to the value
and significance of disability activists and their organisations.

Tamsin Langford,
Director of
International
Programmes

Disabled People’s Organisations deliver critical advocacy and programmatic
work but they also play a powerful role in the lives of each of their members
through the community, confidence and courage they yield. Disabled people
are always telling us of how being part of a DPO, a group that understands and
supports them, is transformative in itself. Partnering with local organisations of
disability activists in 2019, our work focused on:
•

Economic empowerment in Uganda and Bangladesh.

•

Voice and participation in local governance in Bangladesh

•

Disability inclusive disaster response preparedness in Bangladesh

•

Tackling gender and disability-based violence in Cambodia

•

Accessibility in Sudan

•

Modelling inclusive pre-primary education in Sudan and Tanzania

We have continued to embed a culture of learning across our programmes. Our
quarterly reviews across all programmatic areas allow us to reflect on progress,
challenges and what we are learning as we deliver our projects.

POLICY.
Strengthening the global disability movement.
In 2019 there were some key milestone achievements for the global disability
Mosharraf Hossain, movement. The United Nations launched its first Disability Inclusion Strategy.
The strategy will make the UN system and all UN organisations disabilityDirector of Global
inclusive. We also made key contributions to the International Development
Policy, Influencing & Committee (IDC) Inquiry on Disability Inclusion. The IDC reviews the Department
Research.
for International Developments (DFIDs) impact. We made a unique contribution
by sharing the perspectives of disabled people from the Global South. We
also supported the launch of the ‘Commonwealth Disabled People’s Forum’
(CDPF). The CDPF was re-established as a platform for disabled people across
the Commonwealth to advocate for independence and equality. We also took
part in the 25th review of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action on
Gender Equality. We supported women activists with disabilities to participate
in the African CSO consultation in Addis Ababa where they shared policy asks
on education, employment, violence and the participation of women with
disabilities in decision making.

FUNDRAISING.
New funding partnerships.
Clare McKeown,
Director of
Partnerships &
Funding.

In 2019 we secured key new funding, particularly in Bangladesh where CAFOD
is supporting a project to deliver climate-resilient livelihoods and the Foreign
Commonwealth Office is funding work to increase the representation and
participation of disabled people in local governance. We also secured funding
from The Wellspring Foundation to deliver an innovative advocacy programme
in Tanzania to support disabled women to build partnerships with the national
women’s movement, and create disability-inclusive equality agendas.
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EMPOWERING
ACTIVISTS 2019.
We partner with disability activists to
strengthen both their organisations and their
national movements. We call this work ‘Capacity
Building’ and here’s how it works:
1. Talk. Capacity building begins as a conversation
between ADD International and disability activists.
They tell us the change they want to make and
what they need to make it happen.
2. Tailored support. From this conversation
comes a plan for action and the capacity
building support required to deliver it. Different
organisations will have different needs depending
on whether they are new or established, working
at the local or national level, and what they are
trying to achieve in the short and long term. So
our capacity building will look different each time
but core components include:
• Training. We help disability activists build
the knowledge and skills they need to take
their organisations forward. This can include
trainings on disability rights, leadership, law,
gender awareness and financial management.
• Strategic Resources. We sometimes provide
strategic funding to cover core costs such
as rent, transport and staff costs. Money
is provided for a limited period while the
organisation develops strategies for meeting
these costs sustainably.

1. Listen
Our work begins as a
conversation. Disability activists
tell us the change they want to
make and what they need to
make it happen.

2. Tailored support
Together we develop a
package of long term support
to help activists access
the tools and resources
they need to make change
happen.

• Brokering Links. We help disability activists
build links with powerholders who can help
them to achieve their objectives.
3. Long term relationships. We build long term
relationships with the activists and organisations
we support to ensure skills and learning are
deeply embedded.
4. Independence. The ultimate aim of our capacity
building work is to make ourselves redundant,
and leave in our wake organisations of disability
activists leading powerful movements for change.
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3. Building
movements
We help organisations of
disability activists build links
with each other and build
movements with unstoppable
momentum.

CREATING A MORE ACCESSIBLE
SOCIETY, SUDAN.

The disability movement in Sudan has made
significant progress over the last few years.
However, people with disabilities continue to
experience discrimination.
Limited accessibility constitutes one of the main
barriers to full participation of people with
disabilities on an equal basis with others.
Disabled people not only lack physical access
to spaces, but they also experience multiple
barriers in accessing information to medical and
legal services. Our new project is strengthening
the Sudanese disability movement to advocate
for the rights of persons with disabilities. We
will strengthen the capacity of 15 local Disabled
Persons’ Organisations (DPOs) to advocate for the
implementation of policies to ensure accessibility
for all types of disabilities.
Through workshops, seminars and public
awareness campaigns, disability activists will
influence service providers, engineers, academics
and researchers on accessibility to reflect national
and international standards.
What we aim to achieve:
•

26 government institutions will work with
activists to ensure that public services and
centres, such as airports and passport offices,
are accessible.

•

146,000 people with disabilities will have
opportunities to access basic services, such as
education, health and livelihoods, as well as
having more independence, confidence and
self-reliance.

Siham Bolad,
Country Director, Sudan.
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EMPOWERING
ACTIVISTS.
STORIES OF CHANGE,
BANGLADESH.

KEY LESSONS LEARNED
FROM OUR WORK.

Since 1995, ADD International Bangladesh has been harnessing the spirit of Disabled
People’s Organisations (DPOs) and supporting their empowerment and growth.
In 2019 we undertook a qualitative study to explore the impact of this model and highlight
areas for future development. From conversations with persons with disabilities, self-help
groups, DPO members, communities, stakeholders, powerholders and project staff, the
following recommendations were suggested as critical for building a robust and sustainable
future for DPOs:
1. Sustainable Funding. When DPOs run out of funding, they hibernate, they are never
destroyed. DPOs have the innate power and will to live on and survive, re-emerging when
funding can be found again. To maximise their impact, DPOs must create stable income
sources. DPOs need to establish more linkages with like-minded NGOs and mainstream Civil
Society Organisations rather than depending only on support from ADD International or local
government institutions. DPO members need to explore what funding options exist locally
and create bespoke target-oriented, resource mobilisation plans to establish sustainable
funding streams. These plans must be regularly reviewed and modified. DPO office bearers
must be made accountable for their implementation. DPOs that are not registered with the
Government must register as an urgent priority. All DPOs which are currently in rented office
space or being hosted in discretionary spaces by local authorities must create a concrete plan
to source a permanent space.
2. Embedding learning. The current training and orientation delivered by ADD International
Bangladesh is very useful and effective. However, more robust steps are required for
knowledge and skills to be retained and embedded within DPOs. A strong follow-up needs
to be utilised, as well as an exploration of other mechanisms to refresh and disseminate
learnings. The dynamism of DPOs and Self-help group members could be utilised to create
a resourcepool of people trained to be experts in disability issues and rights, accounting and
management.
3. Mainstreaming gender. Self-help group and DPO members display an understanding
of gender equality, but gender mainstreaming has not been implemented throughout
DPOs, particularly in leadership areas. Women lead only 3 of the thirty-one DPOs studied.
Implementing true gender parity needs to be addressed as an urgent priority.
4. Working with powerholders. Most DPOs have good linkages with local government
representatives. They are broadly aware of disability laws and their obligations under them
but their level of knowledge and commitment is not consistent. As a result, local government
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institutions are not uniform in responding to the needs of persons with disabilities. DPOs
need to apply further effort in ensuring local government is held accountable, utilising their
budgets optimally, and that persons with disabilities have equal access to services and
resources. The disability rights committees formed by the government in each upazila and
district, are not always active or inclusive. Meetings are meant to be bi-monthly, but this
does not always happen. Two persons with disabilities (one man and one woman) are meant
to be part of every committee but this is also not always the case. These committees hold
considerable power and could be a critical ally and support. As such, DPOs, ADD International
and national disability networks need to do more to actively engage with them.
5. Capacity Building. Over our 30 year history we have developed bespoke tools to support
capacity building, which we have consistently found to have substantial impact. These tools
need to be included in DPO frameworks and implemented throughout each DPO. An easy-touse version could be developed and introduced to help DPO members internalise and apply
these approaches. Some DPOs have highly centralized leadership patterns and federation
leaders need to be more active in ensuring democratic practices are upheld. Some DPOs
need to be re-oriented about accepted leadership norms and practices. Youth leadership
should be encouraged and promoted, with a view to invigorate DPOs with more dynamism
and enthusiasm. The good practices and expertise of different DPOs should be captured,
documented and disseminated for the benefit of other DPOs. Creating and sharing evidencebased learning will help other DPOs build their own capacity by replicating best practice.

30,000
2
National networks - the
National Grassroots
Disability Organisation
and National Council for
Disabled Women

ADD has supported more
than 30,000 persons
with disabilities from
marginalised communities
through:

1,344
Self-Help Groups

10
District
Federations of
DPOs

188
Disabled People’s
Organisations.
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EMPOWERING
EDUCATION 2019.
Over 57 million children are out of school
around the world, with disabled children
disproportionately represented among them.
Denying disabled children an education causes
lifelong harm.
Without an education, disabled children are
deprived of the chance to learn, to thrive, to explore
their talents, passions and possibilities, and to build
futures filled with opportunity.
Exclusion reinforces separation between disabled
and non-disabled children and fuels the fear
and misunderstanding of difference. Exclusion
strengthens stigma and the view that disabled
children cannot learn and are a burden. Exclusion
condemns disabled children to a future of poverty,
dependency and isolation.

What is an inclusive
school like?

Teachers trained to work
with children with all
kinds of impairments.

CHANGING LIVES,
TRANSFORMING SYSTEMS.
At ADD International, we understand it’s not just
about getting individual children into school but
about permanently changing the attitudes and
dismantling the barriers that keep disabled children
excluded in the first place.

Assistive devices and
an accessible physical
environment, adapted curricula
and inclusive teaching and
learning materials.

That’s why we partner with disability activists to
tackle stigma, transform attitudes and support the
right of every disabled child to access an education.
We work together to empower disabled children
and their families to access an education; we work
with teachers and schools to help deliver inclusive
environments, and together we hold powerholders
to account for prioritising financial resources for
inclusive education.
We use the lessons we learn from our work to
evidence effective solutions, to lobby powerholders
and other development actors to invest in inclusive
education, so every child has the chance to go to
school.
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Adequate funding
available to meet disabled
children’s specific
educational needs.

BREAKING DOWN EXCLUSION
IN EDUCATION, TANZANIA.

Since 2012, we’ve been partnering with
organisations of disability activists in Tanzania
to support the right of every child to access an
education.
The success of this project has proven how
societies can become more inclusive and how,
with the right support and education, children
with disabilities have the potential to thrive and
build futures filled with opportunities.
Together with our disability activist partners, we
train village leaders to go door to door to find
disabled children who are often hidden away at
home.
We work with parents to break down stigma
and change attitudes, so parents see their child
has the potential to learn and flourish and
enrols him or her into school. We link parents
to local income generating schemes so that
they can earn the money to pay for their child’s
schooling. We run media campaigns to break
down stigma, to show that disability is not
inability and assert the value of an education.
I work with ADD International and SHIVYAWATA
[the umbrella body of disability activists’
organisations] to motivate people in the
community by telling them that children with
disabilities have the right to an education.
When you look back at the days before this
project, parents were not aware that even
young children with disabilities could be sent to
school. There’s a big difference in the enrolment
of children with disabilities compared to
the days before the project and now. The
improvement is huge!
I feel very happy when doing this type of
sensitisation work to convince parents to let
their children go to school, especially when the
parents finally agree to it.

Joseph Biruma,
District Education Officer.
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EMPOWERING
EDUCATION.
STORIES OF CHANGE,
TANZANIA.

In Tanzania, we support disability activists to
build their confidence and capacity to defend
the rights of people with disabilities.
We help activists to hold power holders to
account in fully implementing policies for
disabled children’s rights. They work to ensure
that local and national policies take into account
the needs of children with disabilities and that
inclusive education is available, accessible,
properly resourced and financed.
Meet some of the people behind the project:

“ADD International and their partner
organisations of disability activists have
motivated the Tanzanian government
to become more responsible. When the
government in Mkuranga District saw ADD
International providing various tools and
resources like wheelchairs, accessible toilets
and inclusive learning tools, the district finally
decided to buy these things as well.”
Rashid, disability activist.

“ADD has improved our confidence in
expressing ourselves and overcoming
fear. Now we can go anywhere, to any
government office to meet with top
government officials at district level. Back in
the day, we didn’t have that confidence or
that courage. As a result, we only managed
to speak to lower level decision makers who
could have less impact.”
Zuhura, disability activist.

“ADD International for sure helps to shape
the government policies. For instance, when
ADD International initiated this project to
identify children with disabilities in specific
regions, the government adapted it for
the whole country. ADD International has
awoken us that there’s a need of taking
children with disabilities to school.”
Siporah, District Education Officer.
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EXPANDING OUR WORK
TO SUDAN.
The success of our project in Tanzania has proven how
societies can become more inclusive. Now, we’re expanding
this work to Sudan, so that children with disabilities can get
the best education possible, no matter where they’re from.
We will use the lessons learnt from our work in Tanzania to help
strengthen the project in Sudan, and create links between the
organisations of disability activists in both countries and build a
stronger, more unified disability movement.

WHAT WE HOPE TO ACHIEVE.

664
children with disabilities are
able to access education
and improve the quality of
their learning because of the
adoption of inclusive practice.

260
teachers, educational
authorities and advocacy
teams trained on inclusive
education methods. A model
with guidelines for inclusive
education is developed and
used for replication.

13
schools targeted in 3 localities
in Gedarif State, Eastern Sudan:
Eastern Gallabat, Qala a Nahal
and Guraisha.

370
disability activists have improved
capacity to support children with
disabilities, including the poorest
and most marginalised, to access
their right to education. Activists
are empowered to campaign
for change in attitudes, policies
and practice to make education
inclusive.
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EMPOWERING
WOMEN 2019.
Around one in five women worldwide has a
disability. For women with disabilities,
gender-based violence is often compounded by
disability-based discrimination.
Research shows that women with disabilities
experience much higher levels of violence, for longer
periods of time, and with worse outcomes than
women without disabilities.
Unfortunately, too many services that are meant to
protect women do not take into account the unique
dangers and challenges faced by disabled women.
For example, how does a visually impaired woman
work with a police force that has no assistive devices,
to identify her perpetrator? How does a woman with
a hearing impairment hear the warning sounds of an
approaching attacker?
Without specific attention and solutions, disabled
women have been left behind and at risk.
This has to change.
Development agencies, power holders and service
providers need to build into their programmes the
right protection for disabled women. It will require
sustained global focus, momentum and action. But if
we are serious about fulfilling the aspiration to ‘leave
no one behind’ then it has to be done.

49,998
disabled women and
girls, across our 5 country
programmes, benefitted from
our work in 2019.

EMPOWER
We support female
disability activists
to strengthen their
organisations by training
them in strategic planning,
financial management,
campaigning and
fundraising.

Over the last 30 years we have supported women
with disabilities to either set up their own activist
organisations or to create dedicated women’s
departments in existing groups.
We have both participated in, and led, initiatives
to highlight the intersectional discrimination of
women and girls with disabilities and highlight
their vulnerability to violence and low visibility in
programmes and services addressing the issue.
When given the proper support and representation,
we have seen women with disabilities become
stronger, more empowered and outspoken.
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IMPLEMENT
We support disability
activists to implement
local programmes
targeting gender-based
violence and abuse in
their communities.

SAFE FUTURES, REDUCING
VIOLENCE IN CAMBODIA.
Women and girls with disability in Cambodia
face multiple and compounding challenges.
Most live in poverty and many are victims of
violence. Violence against women and girls with
disabilities is often not disclosed in Cambodia.
Survivors of, and those vulnerable to violence,
are often not aware of their rights under
existing laws or of the services that are available
to support them.
In rural areas, women and girls, face multiple
problems in accessing justice and support
services. We are working to change this and
organisations of disability activists have
become known as a local mechanism to protect
members from violence.
A core component of our intervention is
strengthening the capacity of groups of people
with disability - self-help groups and Disabled
People’s Organisations - to prevent violence
and identify and refer survivors of violence to
appropriate services - including legal services,
counselling, health care, and physical and
emotional rehabilitation services.
When a 14 year old girl with an intellectual
disability was raped, her mother immediately
reported the case to our project team. Local
disability activists mobilised lawyers and police
officers who visited the family and supported
them in filing a complaint to the court. The
legal process is still ongoing but throughout
the family and survivor have been supported
by activists in navigating court hearings and
accessing specialist psychological support and
counselling.

Borithy Lun,
Country Director, Cambodia.
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EMPOWERING
WOMEN.
STORIES OF CHANGE,
CAMBODIA.

In Cambodia, we have been working with disability activists to help service providers deliver
better legal protection and social support to disabled women. We are also supporting survivors of
violence to access vital health care and counselling support.

Ly’s story.

Her husband initially refused to let her speak with
the village volunteer but our commune facilitator
visited him and built up trust. They continued to
meet and Ly connected with the women’s support
group in the village.

Ly has hearing, seeing and communication
difficulties. She has five children and works in
the village rice-paddy. Her husband used to drink
regularly and subject Ly to physical, emotional and
sexual violence.

The project team are now providing basic
counselling for Ly and her husband; we are
working with the village chief, the police and
Ly’s husband’s employees to mentor him in
understanding women’s rights and that violence is
illegal.

BUILDING RESPECT AND
OVERCOMING VIOLENCE.

“When people in the village told my husband
that I had talked with another men, he would
fight and say bad words. I don’t think his
violence was because he was drunk but to
show his power over me.”
Her husband worked as a labourer and would
only gave Ly a small amount of his earnings to pay
for all the costs of the household. If she ran out of
money she would be met with violence.		
				
“I tried to speak to the village chief and the
police when my husband was violent. But I
could not find the words. I always felt too much
pity for my husband.”
Sometimes her husband would demand sex even
though their children were present. If she rejected
him, he would accuse Ly of being in love with
other men.
Ly was identified by one of our project village
volunteers. She was in a very bad place mentally,
living without hope.
20

We are also working with their neighbours to
become a source of positive support for the
couple. We have designed a livelihood project
with the couple to help them raise hens. This has
increased their household income. Ly’s husband,
has reduced his drinking, built a toilet for the
family and now helps with some of the household
chores.
“I live with more hope. I experience less
violence and more respect from my husband.
The additional income, from hen raising has
given me the money to buy school materials
and medicine for my children.”

Note to reader. For safeguarding reasons
we do not publish photos or information
from our work with abuse survivors that
might reveal their identity. As such, names,
locations and other identifying information
in this case study has been changed.

JOINING HANDS TO TACKLE
VIOLENCE.
The bike girls’ story.

Violence towards disabled women and girls is a
complex issue in Cambodian society. Poverty,
stigma and low levels of education all combine
to create a climate where abuses towards
women and girls occur at alarming rates and with
impunity for the perpetrators.
Recent studies show that disabled women and
girls experience sexual and physical violence from
multiple members of their households. Many
existing programmes to tackle gender-based
violence do not consider disabled women. We are
working to change this.
In a remote village in Cambodia, four girls have
joined hands to try and combat the violence in
their community. The girls first learnt about these
issues when our ‘United Nations Trust Fund to End
Violence against Women’ funded project started in
their commune.
As part of the project, village volunteers were
trained on how to help survivors of violence to
access support. They also work with the local
community to raise awareness about disability
rights, to challenge prevailing attitudes towards
women and violence, and to teach strategies for
how violence can be reduced.

When the girls heard what the village volunteer
had to say, they were inspired to take action.
At school, they initiated informal meetings with
other teenagers to share messages, ideas and
information around violence against women and
girls.
The village volunteer advised the girls that they
should use the project booklet provided by ADD
International as a guide to lead discussions.
One of the girls told us:
“‘We organized meetings with our peers to talk
about violence against women and girls. Each
time, 5 to 10 girls would join us, and sometimes
1 or 2 boys. I feel proud of what we achieved.”
Many of the girls have experienced violence at
home and so the issues resonated on a personal
level.
The girls are working to spread the message
that violence against women and girls is not
acceptable.

Note to reader. Informed consent was
granted by the girls and their guardians for
their story and images to be shared.
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OUR PRIORITIES 2020.
COVID-19 RESPONSE.

01

ADD International has been operating in emergency response mode
since March 2020 when all our offices went into lockdown in response
to the COVID-19 pandemic. In 2020 we will work to mitigate the impact
of COVID-19 on disabled people in the countries where we work for as
long as is required. We will do everything in our power to protect our
partners and make sure disabled people are not left behind. We have
developed a 4-point response plan to ensure disabled people had access
to information, and social and medical support to save lives in the shortterm. And then going forward we will work to make sure there are longterm protections for disabled people such as sustainable livelihoods.

GLOBAL STRATEGY.

02

In 2020 we will announce our new 5-year Global Strategic Plan & Business
Strategy. The launch will be an exciting moment for us to articulate our
vision for an ADD International that is fit for the future. The strategy builds
on the three core components of our identity – being an effective ally to
the disability movement, delivering effective programmes, and running an
effective organisation.

QUALITY PROGRAMMES.

03

We will continue to improve our international programmes by ensuring the
effective delivery of quality disability-inclusive, gender-balanced and safe
programmes. We will strengthen staff capacity in project management and
core technical areas of gender, disability inclusion, monitoring, evaluation
and learning.

GLOBAL POLICY CHANGE.

04

2020 also brings some key advocacy moments. In particular around the
25th anniversary of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action (BPfA).
The BPfA is a critical political document for advancing gender equality.
National and global reviews of BPfA progress are a crucial opportunity
for us to ensure disabled women are given a voice, and a platform in the
decisions that affect their lives across all 12 of the BPfA identified priority
areas.

SUSTAINABLE FUNDING.

05
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We also have ambitious fundraising targets for 2020 to strengthen our
financial position and create a platform of stability from which we can
deliver our future vision. Across the year, we plan to raise £1m in new
restricted contracts and 700k in unrestricted income.

MEET OUR CORE TEAM.

CLARE
MCKEOWN
Director of
Partnerships &
Funding

SHAFIQUL
ISLAM
Country Director,
Bangladesh

MOSHARRAF
HOSSAIN
Director of Policy,
Influencing &
Research

ROSE
TESHA
Country Director,
Tanzania

BORITHY
LUN
Country Director,
Cambodia
(appointed 23/09/19)

SIHAM
BOLAD
Country Director,
Sudan

TAMSIN
LANGFORD
Director of
International
Development
(appointed 19/08/19)

ADIL SHAH
Director of
Finance &
Operations

THOMAS
KYOKUHAIRE
Country Director,
Uganda
(appointed 17/10/19)

MEET OUR BOARD.
The trustees and officers serving
during 2019 were as follows:
A K Dube – Chair of Trustees
Deborah Botwood Smith
Kieran Breen
Sarah Dyer
Louise James
Matthew Jackson
Ken Jones
Janice Knight
Sally Neville
Jillian Popkins
David Ruebain
Phillimon Simwaba

Our board is responsible for the overall strategic
direction of the organisation and governs major
decisions.
Disability rights advocates, experts in policymaking and fundraising, ADD International’s
governing board is made up of incredibly
passionate people, working hard to make a real
change.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS.
This is an extract from ADD International’s statement of financial activities
and balance sheet for the year ended on 31 December 2019. You can find our
full audited accounts by visiting www.addinternational.org/accountability

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES
YEAR TO 31 DECEMBER 2019

Unrestricted
funds
£

2019 Total
funds
£

Restricted
funds
£

2018 Total
funds
£

Income From
668,162

-

668,162

678,744

1,809

-

1,809

951

-

2,353,951

2,353,951

1,935,782

764

-

764

5,717

670,735

2,353,951

3,024,686

2,621,194

Raising funds

200,437

-

200,437

219,733

Support of the International Disability Movement

477,815

2,384,177

2,861,992

2,562,313

Total expenditure

678,252

2,384,177

3,062,429

2,782,046

(7,517)

(30,226)

(37,743)

(160,852)

Transfer between funds

-

-

-

-

Net Movement in Funds

(7,517)

(30,226)

(37,743)

(160,852)

Fund balances b/f at 1 January 2019

467,780

648,464

1,116,244

1,277,096

Fund balances c/f at 31 December 2019

460,263

618,238

1,078,501

1,116,244

Donations and legacies
Interest receivable
Charitable activities
Other Income
Total incoming

Expenditure on

Net income/(expenditure) before transfers
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STATEMENT OF BALANCE SHEET
YEAR TO 31 DECEMBER 2019

2019
£

2019
£

2018
£

2018
£

Fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets

7,954

6,367

Current assets
Debtors
Cash at bank and in hand

Creditors: amounts falling due within 1 year

343,978

261,902

1,007,705

1,089,529

1,351,683

1,351,431

(127,088)

(107,752)

Net current assets

1,224,595

1,243,679

Total assets less current liabilities

1,232,549

1,250,046

Provisions

(154,048)

(133,802)

Total net assets

1,078,501

1,116,244

618,238

648,464

460,263

467,780

1,078,501

1,116,244

Represented by
The funds of the charity
Restricted funds
Unrestricted funds
General funds
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OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS..
INCOME £3.02m

EXPENDITURE £3.06m

6%

19%

2%

2%
1%

17%

78%

75%

Institutional Funding Restricted = £2.353m

Non - Regular
Donations £0.075m

International
Programmes £2.293m

Raising Funds £0.173m

Regular Donations
£0.592m

Other Income
£0.002m

Support Cost £0.529m

Governance and
Audit £0.065m

CHANGE AND
GROWTH.
A note from our Finance & Operations team.
2019 was yet another successful year but full
of challenges. During the year, we embarked
on developing our new five year strategy and
business plan for 2020–2025. The overall financial
squeeze of the charitable sector continued to take
its toll and the disability sector was not immune
to it.
However, against all odds, ADD International
increased financial support to the disability
movement compared to the previous year and we
were able to create some important partnerships
with other like-minded organisations.
We continued to strengthen our organisational
systems, and our focus remained on
implementing the safeguarding plan. We trained
all our staff in the UK and country programmes
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on safeguarding to ensure that our staff carry
out their duties knowledgeably and safely.
Furthermore, we developed an online knowledge
testing system which is essential for all staff to
complete and pass.
Our new Regional Head of Finance has
contributed significantly in developing new
systems. They had been instrumental in
developing the innovative peer-to-peer internal
audit systems which have been approved by
our Finance and Audit Subcommittee, and we
hope to conduct internal audits in two countries
before the end of 2020.

Adil Shah,
Director of Finance & Operations.

A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS.
Thank you to our amazing supporters for empowering disability activists and their
organisations to bring about vital social change.
A special thank you in particular to:

Allen & Nesta Ferguson Charitable Settlement
The Asia Foundation
CAFOD
CBM (Bangladesh)
Comic Relief
Commonwealth Secretariat
Department for International Development
(DFID)
Disability Rights Advocacy Fund
European Commission (EC)
Foreign & Commonwealth Office
Guernsey Overseas Aid & Development
Commission
The National Lottery Community Fund
Practical Action
USAID
UN Trust Fund to End Violence against
Women
Wellspring Philanthropic Fund
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The Old Church School, Butts Hill,
Frome, Somerset, BA11 1HR.
0300 303 8835
supportercare@add.org.uk
add.org.uk
Company no. 2033925.
Charity Commission no. 294860.
ADD International. Registered in England and Wales
as Action on Disability and Development.

JOIN US ON
OUR SOCIALS!
add.international
adduk
addinternational

DONATE
add.org.uk/double
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